REDlogFilm™ to REDgamma™/REDgamma2™/REDgamma3™/REDgamma4™ LUTs

These LUTs make material rendered with the REDlogFilm curve appear similar to material rendered with the REDgamma, REDgamma2 or REDgamma3 curves.  They can be loaded as display LUTs in Apple Color, or output/display LUTs in Resolve, and then baked into the final renders if required.

They do not perform any colour space conversions (eg REDcolor2™ to REDcolor3™) as the information needed to do this is not published.

The .mga files for Color are normally stored in your user folder in Library/Application Support/Color/LUTs/ and are loaded in Color using Import/Display LUT… under the File menu.

The .cube files for Resolve should be stored in /Library/Application Support/Blackmagic Design/DaVinci Resolve/LUT/CineSpace and after you click Update Lists under LUTS in the CONFIG window, they will be available everywhere 3D LUTs can be used in Resolve.

The REDgamma4 LUT (Resolve only) is constructed slightly differently to the previous versions, as it uses a shaper LUT to do the transform. This has greater accuracy than a normal 3D LUT, but does mean that it may not work in applications other than Resolve, even if they have basic .cube file support. Please contact Antle Post if you are interested in having the LUT converted to other formats.

A Note About Black Levels
When rendering material using any of the REDgamma curves is is common to use the shadow control in REDCINE-X to drop the left hand end of the histogram down to zero.  When rendering as REDlogFilm the shadow parameter should be left at zero.  In fact I would recommend that all parameters except Kelvin/Tint and ISO/FLUT (and possibly DRX if needed) should be left at defaults, to create a "flat" log image for grading.  This results in the sensor black level being mapped to 10-bit code value 95, as per the Cineon standard.

If these LUTs used simple REDlogFilm to REDgamma curves, then the resulting images would have raised black levels, as REDgamma images do without "shadow" adjustment.  Therefore the curves have been modified slightly to map 10-bit code value 95 to the video black level. This is not necessary for REDgamma4, so that curve is unmodified.

The different LUT versions for Color
rlf2rg_EE_Color	REDlogFilm to REDgamma, full range (0-1023)
rlf2rg_LL_Color	REDlogFilm to REDgamma, SMPTE range (64-940)
rlf2rg2_EE_Color	REDlogFilm to REDgamma2, full range (0-1023)
rlf2rg2_LL_Color	REDlogFilm to REDgamma2, SMPTE range (64-940)
rlf2rg3_EE_Color	REDlogFilm to REDgamma3, full range (0-1023)
rlf2rg3_LL_Color	REDlogFilm to REDgamma3, SMPTE range (64-940)

It would appear that Apple Color works in SMPTE range with ProRes 422  material, and full range with ProRes 4444, but Color's handling of levels (and gamma) has changed over different versions, so you should test yourself to see which version works for your purposes. 

The LUTs for Resolve are all full range, as Resolve always works that way, converting to SMPTE range for display/output if required.

IMPORTANT NOTES:
While I have used my best endeavours to ensure that this product meets the standards you would expect from it, you must understand that its development is a continuing process, and the way in which it is made use of is entirely outside my control.  I cannot therefore be held responsible, legally or otherwise, for any damages or losses which may arise from its use.

These LUTs were created by Nick Shaw of Antler Post.

RED®, REDlogFilm™ and REDgamma™ are trademarks of Red.com, Inc. Antler Post and RLF2RG are not endorsed, sponsored, or affiliated with Red.com, Inc.

Any questions or feedback should be addressed to nick@antlerpost.com.

About The Author:
I provide consultancy on set to post workflows for productions shooting with Digital Cinema cameras, as well as to companies developing post-production solutions.  Previous clients include Warner Brothers, Universal, 20th Century Fox, Eon Productions, RED, ARRI, Convergent Design, Filmlight and The Foundry.
